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ARTICLE 38.5.B 
  
PROMOTION ELIGIBILITY REGISTER (PER) 
The PER is the ranking of eligible employees for promotion to another occupational 
group, including to a different occupational group within the same level.  Employees 
occupying duty assignments of a higher level than the position of the PER are not 
listed, even if they have an eligible rating. 
 
Within fifteen calendar days of entry into the craft or installation, an employee must 
be provided a written notice advising the employee they have thirty days from receipt 
of the notice to request to be placed on the appropriate promotion eligibility register 
(PER). 
 
New to craft/installation employees applying for the PER will receive their results 
within 150 days from the date of submission of the application. 
 
If two or more maintenance occupational groups exist in an installation or in an 
installation where an employee is domiciled, a promotion eligibility register (PER) 
offering promotional opportunity for those occupational groups must be established in 
that installation 

Part-time regular employees can be placed on a PER, but will be considered only after 
all full-time regular employees on that PER have been selected or declined the 
opportunity for promotion. This rule applies to the PER only and does not relate to or 
impact the PAR selection process for part-time regular employees under Article 
38.5.A.7. 

Part-time regular employees are placed on the PER below full-time regulars 
consistent with their achieved scores. 
 
ARTICLE 38.5.B.7 
  
OPEN SEASON 
The March time frame noted in Article 38.5.B.7 is commonly referred to as “open 
season.” Open season occurs every three years. The next open season opportunities 
based on the current contract language will be March 1, 2009. This opportunity is not 
for an employee who previously received an ineligible rating. An employee with an 
ineligible rating would use the update process. 
 
All positions in an installation, both MSS and Non-MSS, are available for application 
for inclusion on the appropriate promotion eligibility register during open season. 
 
Management will complete the initial MSS and Non-MSS process for inclusion on the 
promotion eligibility register within 150 days from March 31.  
  
ORDER FOR FILLING VACANT MAINTENANCE POSITIONS 
The appropriate PAR and PER must be exhausted before considering other hiring 
options. To be considered qualified an employee must either be eligible under the 
current in-craft process for the position in question or be a maintenance craft 
employee in the same level and occupational group as the vacancy. 
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The following is the order for filling vacant maintenance positions: 
 
1. Select the ranking employee on the appropriate preferred assignment register 

(PAR). 
 
2. An unassigned regular employee may be assigned to the vacant duty assignment.  
  
3. Consider higher level qualified maintenance employees requesting change to 

lower level.  A “previously submitted” written request for assignment to lower 
level must have been submitted prior to the close of the Notice of Intent (Article 
38.5.A.10). 

 
4. Select the ranking employee on the appropriate promotion eligibility register 

(PER). 
 
5. Consider maintenance craft employees requesting transfer before or after in-

service procedures in the following order:  
 

a. When maintenance craft employees who have requested a transfer are 
considered first: 

 
1. Consider maintenance craft employees who are already qualified for the 

position in question. 
 

2. Consider maintenance craft employees who are not qualified for the position 
in question but have been afforded an opportunity to qualify under the 
provisions for qualifying for transfer (see EL-304, Qualifying for Transfer). 

 
b. If in-service procedures are considered first: 

 
1. Give priority consideration to career maintenance craft employees using the 

in-service register in score order. 
 

2. Consider other career postal employees, regardless of craft or position, on the 
in-service register in score order. 

 
6. Consider current career employees for return to maintenance craft to a position 

previously held or to any position of equal or lower level for which he/she holds 
an eligibility rating. Employee must meet the time and eligibility criteria (outlined 
below). 

 
7. Consider former career postal employees for return to maintenance craft to a 

position previously held or to any position of equal of lower level for which 
he/she holds an eligibility rating. Applicants must meet the reinstatement 
requirements and the time and eligibility criteria (outlined below). 

 
8. Consider entrance register eligibles in score order. 

 
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR RETURN TO THE MAINTENANCE CRAFT  
Following is the eligibility criteria for consideration of current career employees and 
former career postal employees for return to maintenance craft positions: 
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• The employee must have held a position in the maintenance craft for at least one 
year. 

 
• The employee must have an eligible rating (in-craft, in-service, or entrance) dated 

January 1, 1989 or later. (Note: Expired entrance eligibility ratings are acceptable 
as long as the test specifications have not changed. Also, with the exception of the 
entry-level custodian exam, maintenance examinations must not be administered 
noncompetitively). 

 
• Current career employees can be reassigned only to a position previously held or 

to any position of equal or lower level for which the employee is qualified (no 
promotion). Selection must be within three years of leaving the maintenance craft. 

 
• Former career postal employees can be reinstated only to a position previously 

held or to any position of equal or lower level for which the employee is qualified 
(no promotion). Selection must be within three years of leaving the maintenance 
craft. Former postal career employees must meet the eligibility requirements for 
reinstatement consideration. 

 
SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS 
Article 38.5.C provides that an employee who receives a promotion predicated on the 
successful completion of training and fails that training is declared inactive on the 
promotion eligibility register (PER). The PER shall be annotated with an asterisk 
indicating the employee’s requirement to update. The employee may request an 
update based on additional training, education, or experience in the deficient KSA. 
Upon receipt of a qualifying updated score, the employee will be activated on the 
PER, the asterisk will be removed, and the employee will be ranked accordingly. 
 
ARTICLE 38.5.C 
  
Training required of successful applicants pursuant to Article 38.5.C.3 shall be 
scheduled and satisfactorily completed within a reasonable period of time which, 
absent unusual circumstances, shall not exceed one year from the date of the 
announcement of the successful applicant.  
 
• There may be instances, for various reasons, where an employee who receives a 

promotion based on successful completion of training refuses to attend the 
training within the one year period. On a case by case basis, management must 
determine if the explanation given for the refusal is valid. If it is determined not to 
be valid, the employee is declared an unassigned regular in the employee’s 
original occupational code and level, and the position reposted. The employee will 
be bypassed on the promotion eligibility register for this posting.  

 
• If the explanation is valid, the time limit may be extended (on a one-time basis) 

until the receipt of training results from the National Center for Employees 
Development for the next scheduled course, provided the extension does not 
exceed one year.  
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INSERVICE APPLICATION PROCESS

Overview
When it becomes apparent that incraft procedures will not meet the present or future
staffing needs of an installation, the installation may establish an inservice register for
each position for which an entrance register will likely be utilized.  Human Resources
and Maintenance should periodically review their register(s), and when appropriate,
should give current employees an opportunity to apply.  Inservice applicants will use the
installation finance number on the Employee Maintenance Application, PS Form 8085.

Important Note!   New Inservice announcements may not be posted until such time as
all prior inservice applicants have been processed and printed.

The Inservice process for MSS consists of six distinct steps.  They are:  

(1) Announcement
(2) Application
(3) Record review
(4) Review panel evaluation
(5) Examination
(6) Results

The order of the steps is important!   Performing steps out of order will create
additional work for both NTAC and the local office and, in some cases, it will create
serious problems.  NTAC has developed a recommended timeline for each step
(Exhibit A) and will track the progress of  applications.

STEP 1:  The Inservice Announcement
The HR MSS Coordinator prepares an inservice announcement (Exhibit S) for all career
postal employees within the pre-determined area of consideration (installations,
districts, etc.) announcing that in-service applications are being accepted.  The
announcement is sent to all offices within the area of consideration for posting.

The announcement must contain the following information:

• Group(s)
• Position(s) within Group(s)
• Opening and Closing Dates
• Application Instructions

Include a statement that the register(s) established by the posting will be used to fill
vacancies in the installation.

Include a description of the position and attach the appropriate proficiency
requirements (KSAs) to the announcement.
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ENTRANCE APPLICATION PROCESS

Entrance Recruitment

a.  Evaluate your labor market and then develop and implement recruiting
techniques and strategies that will secure the greatest number of qualified
applicants.

 b.  Enlist the assistance of other functional areas (Marketing, Operations, etc.)
in your recruitment activities.  Examples of successful recruitment efforts include
on-site job fairs and/or career conference participation.

 c.  Consider paid newspaper advertisements, using maintenance-specific
classified advertisements, when routine recruitment efforts are not yielding
desired results.

Entrance  Announcements / Application Procedures

a.  Order announcement material and Forms 2479-A/B, Application/Admission
Cards from NTAC using PS Form 2487, Requisition for Test Materials.

b.  Announcements may not be left open indefinitely.

c.  Complete the announcement and post in all post offices as well as other
suitable locations such as libraries, public buildings, public bulletin boards, and
local union halls.

d.  Interested applicants complete and submit Form 2479-A/B, Application/
Admission Card, to designated locations no later than the posted closing date.

Note:   Group C, Electronics Technician, Level 10, cannot be opened under
entrance procedures.

Record Review Procedures

While most applicants for entrance maintenance positions have not taken the multiple
choice examination, you may find some applicants who have.

Applicants who have taken the examination(s) within the last 365 calendar days only
complete pages 1 and 2 of the answer sheet.  They do not retake the examination(s).

Examination Procedure

Scheduling -  If the record review step indicates a need for an examination, schedule
the examination as soon as possible following the closing date for accepting
applications.

Conducting - Maintenance examinations must be conducted by NTAC-certified
examiners according to the general rules and procedures disseminated by NTAC for
conducting examinations.
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REGISTERS

Eligibility for Registers

Incraft Promotion Eligibility Registers (PERs) - Only career employees currently in a
maintenance craft position may have their names placed on an incraft maintenance
PER.  (NOTE:  Applicants for a lower level position cannot be placed on a PER.  They
must apply during open season, upon transfer to another installation, or when a new
position is authorized within their installation.  There is no special opportunity for
applicants seeking a lower level position.  They will receive a score which can be used
later to qualify for a change to a lower level.  This is a separate procedure which does
not use the PER.)

Inservice Registers - Career postal employees (bargaining and nonbargaining) and
substitute rural carriers may apply for inservice examination announcements.  Inservice
examinations must be opened at the installation with the vacancy(ies) and, if
necessary, the area of consideration may be expanded to a wider geographical area to
include other installations.

Entrance Registers - External applicants, non-career postal employees, and career
postal employees (bargaining and nonbargaining) may apply for competitive entrance
examinations.  Entrance opportunities must be opened to the public and advertised in
accordance with postal policy.

Eligibility Restoration to Register

Promotion Eligibility Register - Once an employee is selected from an incraft PER,
their name is removed from that register.  If a maintenance employee leaves his/her
current position and wishes to have their eligibility restored to the register, they may do
so if:

• He/she is currently a maintenance craft employee.
• The examination and/or qualification requirements are unchanged - meaning their

original rating is still valid.
• The register position is the same or higher level than the position they are in

currently.

Inservice Register - Once an employee is selected from an inservice register, their
name is removed from that register.  If an employee leaves a position and wishes to
have their eligibility restored, they may do so if:

• The examination and/or qualification requirements are unchanged - meaning their
original rating is still valid.

• He/she is a career employee when the request is made.
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2 Recruitment

21 Planning and Coordination

211 Recruitment Strategies
Recruitment is the development and maintenance of sufficient human
resources. Recruitment involves attracting a diverse pool of qualified persons
for potential Postal Service employment.

Effective recruitment strategies are the foundation of the hiring process. This
process involves establishing hiring goals in advance of recruiting efforts.
Interaction with Operations and review of hiring plans must be completed
before a recruitment strategy can be developed. Local management must
also fully evaluate its need to hire before implementing recruitment efforts.
This process involves, but is not limited to, coordinating recruiting strategies
with diversity development specialists, forecasting future hiring needs,
assessing existing applicant pools, considering other hiring options, and
reviewing upcoming organizational changes and complement reports.

How, when, and where recruitment activities take place are also important
decisions in the planning process. The methods and techniques that are
used help determine how successful the recruitment effort will be in attracting
sufficient numbers of qualified applicants.

211.1 Forecasting

The installation head is responsible for forecasting the recruitment
requirements in the installation in sufficient time to assure that there are
qualified persons available for appointment. In so doing, consideration must
be given to the:

a. Number of anticipated vacancies.

b. Special and/or technical skills requirements and pay.

c. Inclusiveness and representation of all groups of the prospective
applicant pool.

d. Available internal labor market (internal advancement options).

e. Recruitment budget and projected costs.

f. Available external labor market (size, age, and applicant response rate
of existing hiring register).
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g. Suitability determinations of existing applicants.

h. Organizational and/or operational changes.

i. Projected loss of current employees.

While the installation head is responsible for forecasting recruitment needs,
local management from all organizational functions must work together in
assessing how changing operational needs will affect recruitment needs.

Proper use of the installation hiring plan is essential to quality decisions
about bringing new employees into the workforce. If an insufficient number of
qualified eligibles exists, arrangements must be made to open the
examination. When making arrangements to open an entrance examination,
diversity development personnel must be alerted to provide lead time for
affirmative employment efforts. Whenever possible, this notification should be
made at least 60 days in advance of the examination opening.

211.2 EEO and Affirmative Action Considerations

Recruitment efforts must reflect the Postal Service’s commitment to
affirmative recruitment and to fair and equitable examination and hiring
procedures, and they must respond to changing demographics (population
characteristics). These efforts must also be tailored to the policies,
procedures, and needs of the Postal Service. All executives, managers, and
supervisors share in responsibility for the successful implementation and
management of an equal employment opportunity program that includes
affirmative action recruitment, selection, and placement. Upon notification of
a request to open an entrance examination, appropriate steps must be taken
to employ strategies that promote fairness and opportunities to maintain an
inclusive workforce.

211.3 Evaluating Vacancies

When a vacancy is anticipated, the installation head must determine if a
continuing need exists for the position. Consideration must be given to
whether the personnel complement can be adjusted downward by one
vacant position through the elimination of the position. If a decision is made
to eliminate a position, action is taken to revert the position according to the
appropriate provision of the National Agreement.

212 Recruitment Options

212.1 Noncompetitive Hiring Options

Noncompetitive hiring options may include reassignment, a change to lower
level, or a promotion from a lower level, the reinstatement of eligible former
postal or federal employees (see 233.32), or the transfer of career or
career-conditional employees from other federal agencies (see 233.33).

Additionally, the options exist for the noncompetitive appointment of veterans
with 30 percent or more disabilities, or noncompetitive appointment of
Veterans’ Readjustment Appointment (VRA) eligibles (see 233.35 and
233.36). Regardless of the choice of action, the appointee must meet the
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qualification standards of the position, including the examination requirement,
if any. See Chapter 3, Examinations, for information about noncompetitive
examinations.

Noncompetitive hiring options also include the Postal Service’s program for
employment of persons with severe disabilities. For more information, see
235.4, Noncompetitive Career Hiring of Persons with Severe Disabilities, and
Handbook EL-307, Reasonable Accommodation, An Interactive Process.

212.11 Employee Participation

Postal career employees and substitute rural carriers (designations 72 and
73 only) may apply to take a postal entrance examination noncompetitively at
their installation and/or examination center. Noncompetitive examinations are
scheduled consistent with operational needs, but must be scheduled no later
than 6 months following the date applications are received.

212.12 Noncompetitive Selection

Qualified postal career employees and substitute rural carriers (designations
72 and 73 only) may be selected noncompetitively for entrance-level
positions at the option of the installation head.

212.13 Promotion to Entrance Level Positions

The preferred action for filling vacancies in entrance-level positions is the
noncompetitive promotion of lower-level career postal employees or
substitute rural carriers (designations 72 and 73 only) who meet the position
qualification requirements (including any required tests), and who are
performing satisfactorily.

212.2 Competitive Hiring Options

212.21 Selections From Inservice Registers

Selections are made from an inservice register resulting when one or more
applicants from within the career Postal Service have applied to compete for
promotions or reassignment and have been rated by the NTAC on the basis
of a written or rated application examination. See Chapter 3, Examinations,
for information about competitive and qualifying examinations.

212.22 Selections From Entrance Registers

Entrance examinations are announced when necessary to meet the staffing
needs of the Postal Service. During the period the examination is open,
persons who meet the qualifications stated in the examination announcement
may apply. For age and citizenship eligibility, applicants do not have to meet
these requirements at the time of application if they will become eligible
during the time their ratings are on the register (a list of qualified applicants
arranged in descending numerical order) (see 322.5, Eligibility for
Examinations). When the examination announcement is closed, applications
are no longer accepted unless the applications are covered by one of the
exceptions (see 322.7, Delayed and Reopened Examinations). Opening and
closing examination announcements is a responsibility of the human
resources office where the register is maintained.
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Selections are made from a register of eligibles comprised of scores
generated by the NTAC on the basis of a written examination or a rated
application examination. If veterans’ preference is claimed, the basic scores
are increased by 5 or 10 points (see 328.12, NTAC Ratings).

22 Conducting Recruitment Activities

221 Labor Market Analysis
Postal hiring officials must play an aggressive and strategic role in
successfully attracting qualified applicants for employment consideration in a
competitive and ever changing labor market. This role includes leveraging
the Postal Service’s competitiveness in the labor market, evaluating
demographics, determining the best recruitment approaches, and
showcasing the Postal Service as A Great Place to Work!

Before recruitment efforts are initiated, hiring officials in partnership with
diversity development personnel must analyze labor-market data to
determine the best approaches for implementing a successful recruitment
campaign. To formulate a profile of the community, its demographics, its
unemployment rate, and to identify the major employers whose salaries and
benefits would be considered in competition with the recruiting the Postal
Service conducts, hiring officials should access the Internet to obtain
information from:

a. Chamber of Commerce.

b. Department of Labor.

c. Economic Security Commission.

d. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

e. State Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates.

f. Web sites of major employers.

g. City government information.

h. Library.

i. Local visitors center.

j. Mayor’s office.

k. Individual employers.

l. Local newspaper business information (e.g., company closings, layoffs,
etc.).

222 Recruitment Materials

222.1 Nationally Developed Tools

The career recruitment brochure, Publication 60, A Great Place to Work, and
Kit 15, A Great Place to Work (used with local inserts), a generic pocket
folder that can be used for any type of recruitment, are available at the
Material Distribution Center (MDC). Locally developed materials can be
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included in the kit for recruitment and preemployment sessions. Also
available at the MDC are recruitment materials for skilled maintenance
employees (Kit 15-A, A Great Place to Work for Skilled Maintenance
Workers) and city carriers (Publication 60-B and Kit 15-B, both entitled A
Great Place to Work for City Carriers). As additional tools and products in the
recruitment series are developed, field offices will be notified of availability.

Recruitment materials are also available at the MDC including the following
publications:

a. Major Entry-Level Jobs (Publication 60-A, Test Orientation Guide for
Major Entry-Level Jobs). This publication is designed for individuals
interested in employment in the Postal Service’s major entry-level
positions and in learning about key features of the testing process.
Human Resources personnel use the guide during recruitment
activities. Diversity Development personnel use the guide in supporting
community outreach events in recruitment. See 315.9c for restrictions
on examiners’ use of the guide.

Applicants are permitted to read and to copy the paper and online
versions of the guide and to print or download the online version for
personal, noncommercial, or nonprofit use. All other uses are not
permitted. Copies of the guide may not be sold or distributed as part of
any service or product for which a fee is charged or in connection with
such products or services. Except for authorized Postal Service
personnel, any person or organization claiming to help people (1)
prepare for or score well on Postal Service tests, (2) get hired by the
Postal Service, and/or (3) find Postal Service job openings, may not
distribute the guide.

b. Skilled Maintenance Employees (Kit 15-A, A Great Place to Work for
Skilled Maintenance Workers, and Publication 60-D, Skilled
Maintenance Workers brochure).

c. City Carriers (Kit 15-B and Publication 60-B, both entitled A Great
Place to Work for City Carriers).

d. Automotive Maintenance Workers (Publication 60-C, Automotive
Maintenance Workers).

e. Associate Supervisor Program (ASP) recruitment material Kit 39,
Associate Supervisor Program Applicant Folder, and Publication 560,
Associate Supervisor Program Applicant Brochure.

222.2 Locally Developed Tools

Local hiring officials may seek the assistance of district authorities to develop
recruitment tools, approaches, and techniques suitable for attracting qualified
applicants in their specific geographic areas. Recruitment material
developers must be sensitive to attracting applicants from groups that are not
adequately represented in numbers of applicants. For information about
examination materials, see 317.1, Obtaining Materials.
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223 Publicizing Job Opportunities

223.1 Advertising Techniques

Installation heads and diversity development personnel must assist with
generating widespread publicity for the job opportunities in the geographic
area where applicants will be recruited. The recruitment area must reflect the
Postal Service’s commitment to diversity, equal employment opportunities,
and to affirmative recruitment of women, minorities, people with disabilities,
and disabled veterans. Advertising plans must communicate internally and
externally that the Postal Service is a leader in diversity and an equal
employment opportunity employer.

In addition to posting the standard examination announcement, a description
of the work to be performed and a list of any required special knowledge,
skills, or abilities (KSAs) should supplement the examination announcement.

223.11 Internal Advertising

The following suggestions are for internal advertising:

a. Post examination announcements and other recruitment materials in
the lobbies and on employee bulletin boards in postal facilities in the
recruitment area.

b. Place notices in local postal publications.

c. Place ads on the Postal Service Intranet.

223.12 External Advertising

In most cases, authorization must be obtained from appropriate officials
before posting recruitment ads in areas outside postal facilities. The following
suggestions are for external advertising:

a. Post announcements in federal, state, and municipal buildings open to
the public.

b. Send press releases to newspapers and other periodicals, including
those directed toward women, minorities, veterans, and people with
disabilities.

c. Supply information to public and nonprofit employment services and to
other social service agencies, veterans’ organizations, state
employment agencies, and organizations that represent special
emphasis groups (see 223.12b).

d. Use public service advertisements or spots on radio or television to
reach the members of the community.

e. Advertise on the Internet.

f. Partner with appropriate State Employment and Job Service Offices to
promote maximum publicity of recruitment efforts and to increase the
pool of qualified applicants through the employment service network.

g. Conduct and participate in job fairs, open houses, or other recruitment
activities to reach the community.
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223.2 Paid Advertisements

The cost of communicating job availability will vary in different labor markets.
Depending on the methods used in recruitment, these costs may range from
the cost of a classified advertisement in a local newspaper to fees for
participation at job fairs. Some recruitment costs may be defrayed by
partnering with federally funded state employment service agencies.

The manager of Human Resources may approve the use of paid
advertisements when:

a. Insufficient numbers of qualified applicants have been recruited using
nonfunded recruitment methods.

b. Insufficient numbers of qualified applicants have been recruited from
special emphasis groups.

23 Sources of Recruitment

231 Applicability of These Instructions
These instructions apply to internal and external recruitment for the Postal
Service but not to contracts for services such as job cleaning, community
post offices, or highway contract routes.

232 Policy

232.1 Nondiscrimination in Hiring

It is the policy of the Postal Service not to discriminate in personnel decisions
on the basis of (1) race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or disability
as provided by law, or (2) other nonmeritorious factors such as political
affiliation, marital status, sexual orientation, or gender identity.

232.2 Management Responsibility for Filling Vacancies

Forecasting short-term and long-term recruitment requirements is one of
management’s most important responsibilities. Within budgetary restrictions,
a determination must be made as to which vacancies are operationally
essential. Adequate lead time must be provided for internal job postings and
for external recruitment when internal sources do not identify a sufficient
number of eligible, qualified applicants.

232.3 Definitions Applicable to Recruitment

The following definitions apply to the subject of recruitment:

a. Recruitment — the process of attracting suitable applicants for
employment consideration.

b. Selection — the identification of those applicants who best meet the
requirements of the position by reviewing their suitability and
qualifications.
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c. Qualification standards — official statements of knowledge, skills, and
abilities (KSAs). These standards establish the minimum requirements
that all applicants for Postal Service positions must meet.

d. Register of eligibles — a list of qualified applicants arranged in
descending order for employment consideration, based on numerical
scores determined by examination ratings, the evaluation of KSAs, or
both, with veterans’ preference points added to the scores of those who
claim them. The scores of those veterans’ preference applicants who
receive compensation for service-connected disabilities of 10 percent
or greater resulting from active military duty are considered ahead of
those for all other eligibles.

e. Appointing official — the postmaster or other executive and
administrative schedule (EAS) employee who is authorized to make
appointments in the Postal Service.

f. Career appointment — the selection for one of the career positions,
including full-time, part-time regular, and part-time flexible positions —
both FLSA-exempt and nonexempt. Such appointments are without
time limitation. Career employees are eligible for annual and sick leave,
health insurance, life insurance, and retirement benefits (see 233,
Career Recruitment).

g. Noncareer appointment — the selection for one of the noncareer
positions, including, but not limited to, casual, temporary relief carrier
(TRC), and rural carrier associate (RCA) positions. Noncareer
employees supplement the regular workforce and their appointments
and reappointments are often subject to time limitations and restrictions
defined in the appropriate collective bargaining agreements. Noncareer
employees are not eligible for life insurance or retirement benefits;
however, they are subject to the provisions of the Federal Employees’
Compensation Act (FECA) (see 234, Noncareer Recruitment).

h. Satisfactory discharge — a separation from active duty in the Armed
Forces where the character of service is honorable, under honorable
conditions, or general. Though an under honorable conditions or
general discharge is acceptable for veterans’ preference or Veterans’
Readjustment Appointment, it indicates that there was a derogatory
reason for the discharge that requires investigation during suitability
screening. Discharges that are other than honorable, undesirable, bad
conduct, and dishonorable do not meet the satisfactory discharge
requirement.

232.4 Internal Recruitment and Placement

232.41 General Provisions

Most career vacancies within a postal installation are filled internally by
reassignment, promotion, or a change to lower level of qualified career
employees who are designated the successful bidders or applicants. When
positions cannot be filled by employees who are on the rolls of the installation
with the vacancy, secondary consideration must be given to qualified career
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applicants from other installations within an expanded geographic area
subject to appropriate collective bargaining agreement provisions.

232.42 Bargaining Vacancies

The internal placement sequence for bargaining vacancies is governed by
the appropriate collective bargaining agreement. Reassignments from other
installations are also governed by the appropriate collective bargaining
agreement.

The primary method for filling residual assignments (as defined by relevant
collective bargaining agreements) is through the reassignment of unassigned
regulars. Those bargaining vacancies that remain after applying the
provisions of the appropriate collective bargaining agreement may be filled by
one or more of the methods (see 233.3, External Recruitment Sources).

232.43 Initial Level and Other Nonbargaining Vacancies

Placement procedures are outlined for initial level supervisor and other
nonbargaining vacancies in Chapter 7, Assignment, Reassignment, and
Promotion.

232.5 External Recruitment

232.51 Use of External Recruitment

External recruitment is required when essential residual bargaining vacancies
are anticipated. External recruitment is also used to fill certain nonbargaining
positions, particularly those that require degrees in specialties such as
engineering or medicine. Nonbargaining positions may be recruited
simultaneously inside and outside the Postal Service, at the discretion of the
appointing official, when it has been determined that no adequate internal
applicant pool exists.

232.52 Positions Restricted to Applicants Eligible for Veterans’
Preference

Certain positions, whether career or noncareer, are restricted to applicants
eligible for veterans’ preference under the Veterans’ Preference Act of 1944.
This rule applies only to appointments from external recruitment sources
(whether competitive or noncompetitive). The following are restricted
positions in the Postal Service:

a. Building maintenance custodian.

b. Custodian laborer.

c. Custodian.

d. Elevator operator.

e. Laborer custodial.

f. Window cleaner.

Applicants who are not entitled to veterans’ preference may be considered
for positions restricted to preference eligibles only when preference eligibles
are not available for appointment. In these instances, evidence of the
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following must be filed on the permanent side of official personnel folders of
appointed individuals not eligible for veterans’ preference:

a. Recruiting of preference eligibles was attempted.

b. Resulting register of preference eligible candidates was exhausted.

Districts have two options when recruiting externally to fill restricted positions:

a. They may restrict competition to preference eligibles only.

b. They may accept applications from both preference eligibles and
nonpreference eligibles, but refer nonpreference eligibles for
employment consideration only in the absence of preference eligibles.

Option 1 may be the best choice if past experience has shown that normal
public notice will generate an ample supply of preference eligible candidates.
Option 2 is preferable if there is a chance that the supply of preference
eligibles may be exhausted before all vacancies are filled. Public notice for a
restricted position must contain a statement explaining whether applications
will be accepted from nonpreference eligibles, and if so, that they will not be
considered if preference eligibles are available.

Exception:  The rule of restricting positions for applicants eligible for
veterans’ preference does not apply when restricted positions are filled
through internal career placements such as promotion, reassignment, or
change to lower level. The rule does apply, however, when such
positions are filled through reinstatement and transfer from another
agency.

232.6 Reimbursement of Travel and Relocation Expenses

When it is considered to be in the best interest of the Postal Service,
employees and prospective employees may be authorized reimbursement for
travel and relocation expenses, consistent with the provisions of Handbook
F-15, Travel and Relocation.

233 Career Recruitment

233.1 Internal Placement of Bargaining Employees

Bargaining vacancies within an installation are filled by promotion,
reassignment, or change to lower level of the successful bidder or applicant.
The appropriate collective bargaining agreements must be observed when
filling bargaining positions. For further information see Chapter 7,
Assignment, Reassignment, and Promotion.

233.11 Examination Requirements

Employees bidding on or applying for a bargaining position must meet the
current entrance examination requirements. Substitution rules that are in
effect with regard to qualifying examinations include the following:

a. Obsolete examinations. Examinations 400, 440, 450, and 710 (Markup
Clerk, Automated only) were replaced by the test Battery 470 effective
August 18, 1994. However, a career employee who qualified on an old
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72 Bargaining Positions

721 Filling Positions
The filling of bargaining positions through assignment, reassignment, or
promotion is subject to the provisions of the appropriate collective bargaining
agreements. Except for provisions in the agreements covering excess and ill
or injured employees, vacancies must be filled by promotion or reassignment
within the appropriate craft and installation, if qualified bidders or applicants
are available (see 212.13, Promotion to Entrance Level Positions).

722 Conversion to Full-Time Status
A full-time residual position is filled by assigning an unassigned full-time
employee or a full-time flexible employee. The conversion to full-time of a
qualified part-time flexible employee with the same designation or occupation
code as the vacancy should occur only after unassigned full-time employees
have been assigned. Part-time flexible employees must be changed to
full-time regular positions, if appropriate, within the installation in the order
specified by the applicable collective bargaining agreement.

723 Area of Consideration
The area of consideration is described in the appropriate collective
bargaining agreement. If necessary, the area may be expanded to eligible
employees in other crafts at the same installation, and then to eligible
employees at other installations.

724 Position Requirements
Requirements for individual duty assignments are indicated in qualification
standards, vacancy announcements, or job postings. These requirements
pertain to assignment, reassignment, or promotion. A vacancy
announcement or job posting may indicate requirements in addition to those
in the applicable qualification standard. These additional requirements
include special requirements or typing and/or driving requirements that may
be added (see 725.2, Appropriate Special Requirements, and 763.22, Local
Options for Typing and Driving Requirements). Qualification standards are
available for most bargaining positions on Bqnet, Bargaining Qualifications on
the Net. When a qualification standard exists for a specific bargaining
position, its provisions must be followed. (See 727.2, No Qualification
Standards, when a qualification standard is not available for a position.)

725 Special Requirements

725.1 Identification, Justification, and Documentation

Special requirements must be related to the job, and must be justified to
show that the particular requirement will enable applicants to perform critical
job duties that they would otherwise be unable to do satisfactorily. Sufficient
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documentation must be available to show that special requirements are
clearly job-related, and the documentation must be retained in the vacancy
file.

725.2 Appropriate Special Requirements

Special requirements for bargaining positions should be written as
knowledge, skill, or ability statements.

Examples of appropriate special requirements if justified for a particular
position include:

a. Knowledge of a language other than English.

b. Knowledge of a particular computer programming language that cannot
readily be acquired after selection.

725.3 Inappropriate Special Requirements

Educational requirements, such as a bachelor’s degree, or length of
experience, such as 6 months’ experience, are not appropriate as special
requirements and must not be added locally. If education or experience
requirements are listed on a qualification standard, they may not be modified.
No tests may be added, except as allowed for typing requirements. Other
examples of inappropriate special requirements include:

a. A requirement that could readily be met by a brief initial period of
orientation and familiarization in the assignment.

b. A requirement that unduly restricts the number of eligible candidates or
favors a particular candidate.

c. A requirement not immediately essential to the position, such as one
based on a possible future assignment, except in the case of a trainee
position where ability and potential to advance to higher levels in the
occupation are required.

726 Posting Requirements
All vacant craft duty assignments that are not to be reverted must first be
posted within the craft for filling in accordance with the applicable collective
bargaining agreement. Bidders or applicants must meet all requirements
before being placed into the position. When posting does not result in
successful bidders or applicants, the following may be used to fill the position:

a. Reassignment.

b. Change to lower level.

c. Promotion.

d. Reinstatement (see 233.32, Reinstatement).

e. Transfer from another federal agency (see 233.33, Transfer From
Another Federal Agency).

f. Other external appointment.
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726.1 Entry Positions in PS-5 and Below

Entry-level promotional opportunities to residual vacancies remaining after
exhausting the bidding or application procedures need not be posted.
However, procedures must be developed locally to inform lower level
employees of promotional opportunities and to arrange for appropriate
inservice examinations for employees who have not already qualified.
Management must encourage employees to apply, and extend every
opportunity for promotion to employees who are eligible, qualified, and
available before recruiting from external sources.

Employees on active military duty may leave bids or applications for future
bargaining vacancies with human resources, or an appropriate manager, for
actualization when posting occurs.

726.2 Senior Qualified Positions

Senior qualified positions must be posted in accordance with the appropriate
collective bargaining agreement.

726.3 Best Qualified Positions

Best qualified positions must be posted in accordance with the appropriate
collective bargaining agreement. The following posting requirements are
applicable for best qualified positions only:

a. Position by title, number, level, and duties.

b. Location, tour of duty, and scheduled workweek.

c. Existing requirements. If a qualification standard is available on Bqnet,
it must be used.

d. Directions where to send applications, the date by which applications
must be submitted, and where additional information can be obtained.

e. Specification that selection will be made from among the best qualified
applicants who are eligible and available.

f. Craft designation, in accordance with the applicable collective
bargaining agreement.

g. Statement on equal employment opportunity.

h. Statement on prohibition of political recommendations.

727 Bargaining Selection Procedures
The goal of bargaining selection procedures, whether for entry or inservice
positions, is to ensure that qualified people are selected to fill the positions.
Eligibles selected, promoted, or reassigned at any level must meet all the
requirements of the position as stated on the qualification standard, and the
vacancy announcement or job posting.

727.1 Qualification Standards

Bargaining qualification standards, available on Bqnet, Qualification
Standards, Bargaining Positions on the Intranet, indicate the requirements
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311.22 Area Manager of Human Resources

The area manager of Human Resources directs the review and continued
long-term improvement of all employee and labor relations programs,
including collective bargaining, grievance processing, arbitration, contract
interpretation, contract analysis, recruitment, compensation, organizational
design, staffing, training, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO), safety, and
Postal Career Executive Service (PCES) administration.

311.23 Diversity Development

Diversity Development ensures that recruitment, retention, and promotion
practices draw upon and support the communities served by the Postal
Service. Diversity Development implements affirmative employment plans
and takes the following actions:

a. Develops and implements recruitment and hiring strategies to increase
the employability of underrepresented groups, including minorities,
women, and people with disabilities.

b. Establishes retention initiatives to reduce turnover of a diverse
workforce.

c. Establishes methods to increase participation of underrepresented
groups in development and promotion activities.

d. Identifies and removes employment barriers for minorities, women, and
people with disabilities.

312 Qualification Standards

312.1 General

All candidates must meet the appropriate qualification standards for
positions. The statements of knowledge, skills, and abilities establish the
minimum requirements that candidates must meet.

312.2 Sources

312.21 Nonbargaining Positions

Qualification standards for Postal Service nonbargaining positions are
available in electronic form on the Postal Service Intranet under the Human
Resources homepage, then under the homepage of Selection, Evaluation,
and Recognition. These do not include qualification standards for executive
positions.

312.22 Bargaining Positions

Qualification standards for use in entrance and inservice placement for Postal
Service bargaining positions are found on the Postal Service Intranet. The
application of these standards must be consistent with the applicable
provisions of the appropriate collective bargaining agreement. See Handbook
EL-312, Employment and Placement, 76, Bargaining Position Qualification
Standards, for more information.
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322 Special Employment Programs (Employment of
Individuals With Disabilities)
See Handbook EL-312, 235, Employment of People with Disabilities, and
Handbook EL-307, Guidelines on Reasonable Accommodations, An
Interactive Process, for more information concerning the employment of
people with disabilities.

330 Examinations and Registers

331 Purpose of Examinations
Examiners administer employment and promotion examinations to help
identify the best qualified eligible candidates for filling vacant positions. See
Handbook EL-312, Chapter 3, for detailed provisions regarding employment
and promotion examinations. See Handbook EL-312, 311, Entrance
Examinations, and 312, Inservice Examinations, for more information on the
different types of examinations.

332 Conducting Examinations

332.1 General

The proper conducting of examinations plays an essential role in the
employment and placement function in the Postal Service. See Handbook
EL-312, Chapter 3, for detailed provisions and instructions for conducting
examinations.

332.2 Entrance Examinations

Only authorized, NTAC-certified personnel may conduct entrance
examinations.

332.3 Inservice Examinations

Installations that have regularly assigned examiners must use these trained
personnel to administer inservice examinations, provided they are not and
will not become eligible to take the examination. See Handbook EL-312,
315.9, Restrictions on Use of Examinations Personnel, for more information.

332.4 Examination Locations

The Postal Service obtains qualified employees and helps applicants seeking
postal employment through a network of examination locations where
persons may get information, make application, and take required
examinations for Postal Service employment. See Handbook EL-312, 314,
Examination Locations, for an explanation of the different types of
examination locations.
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333 Veterans’ Preference
Veterans’ preference is granted to eligible applicants for Postal Service
employment. NTAC adds claimed preference points to examination ratings as
provided for in Handbook EL-312, Chapter 3, and Veterans’ Preference Act of
1944, as amended. The appointing official adjudicates the claimed
preference. See Handbook EL-312, 48, Veterans’ Preference, for more
information.

334 Establishing Registers

334.1 Definition

A register consists of a file of eligibles’ names arranged in descending order
by score for appointment consideration. See Handbook EL-312, Chapter 4,
for a description of registers.

334.2 Required Actions

334.21 Appointing Official

The district Human Resources office establishes and maintains registers for
positions to be filled in installations that report to the district. The district
Human Resources office must maintain a separate register for each
examination.

334.22 Installation

The district to which a particular installation reports maintains the registers for
vacancies for that installation or group of installations.

334.3 Maintaining Adequate Registers

334.31 Responsibility

The appointing official must provide input to the district concerning whether
the register is of an adequate size to meet the entrance hiring needs of his or
her installation. The district manager must ensure that registers are of
adequate size to meet the collective needs of installations for which the
registers are maintained at the district level.

334.32 When Register Is Inadequate

When a register is exhausted or deemed inadequate to meet the needs of
installations served, the district manager of Human Resources takes the
necessary action to open the appropriate examination for the installations.
See Handbook EL-312, Chapter 2, for an explanation of this process. NTAC
provides the necessary announcement materials for these examinations. The
district then administers the appropriate examination according to provisions
in Handbook EL-312, Chapter 3.
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350 Assignment, Reassignment, and Promotion

351 Introduction

351.1 Purpose and Scope

351.11 Employee Utilization

Postal officials in charge of installations have an overall responsibility to
effectively use human resources. Supervisory employees have specific
responsibilities to improve the use of human resources. Postal officials in
charge of installations and supervisors must carefully plan and analyze the
anticipated workload to enable the use of the minimum workforce consistent
with effective operations.

351.12 Filling Postal Positions

The assignment, reassignment, or promotion of postal employees fills most
postal positions, except entry-level positions.

351.13 Eligibility for Promotion

An employee serving under a career appointment is eligible for reassignment
or promotion. An employee serving under a temporary or casual appointment
is not eligible for reassignment or promotion.

351.2 Positions Not to Be Filled on a Permanent Basis

Any position (a) for which a career employee has been granted
reemployment rights, or (b) from which the regular incumbent is temporarily
absent may be filled only on a temporary basis. Examples of such situations
and the conditions for filling the position temporarily are given in Handbook
EL-312, 716, Positions Filled Temporarily. See also 363.31.

Employees who have been temporarily promoted pending the return of
employees having reemployment rights are considered for reassignment to
permanent positions when such positions become vacant. The position for
which an employee is entitled to reemployment rights should remain available
for the return of the absent employee or for filling by temporary promotion
again.

351.3 Qualification and Eligibility Requirements

351.31 Qualification

Employees selected for a position must meet the minimum qualification
requirements established for the position. See Handbook EL-312, Chapter 7,
for explanation of nonbargaining qualification standards and bargaining
qualification standards.
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351.32 Eligibility for Consideration

Eligibility for consideration for some positions is limited to employees in
specific grades, occupations, geographic areas, or organizations. The
limitations for bargaining positions are described in Handbook EL-312, 72,
Bargaining Positions. The limitations for Executive and Administrative
Schedule (EAS) positions are described in Handbook EL-312, 74, EAS
Positions. Employees with restoration rights by reason of military duty are
considered for promotion and conversion to full-time status, if otherwise
eligible. Employees on extended leave or leave without pay are considered,
provided they are eligible and have submitted an application. The personnel
action is effected upon return to duty. The action is dated as of the date the
change would have occurred had the employee not been absent. Upon
selection and while the personnel action is pending, the notation of the
selection is made in the employee’s official personnel folder.

351.4 Equal Opportunity

Equal opportunity for assignment and promotion must be based on merit and
the relevant experience, training, knowledge, skills, and ability required for
the positions being filled. It is the policy of the Postal Service not to
discriminate in personnel decisions on the basis of (1) race, color, religion,
sex, national origin, age, or disability as provided by law, or (2) other
nonmeritorious factors such as political affiliation, marital status, sexual
orientation, or gender identity.

351.5 General Promotion Policies

351.51 Merit Promotion Program

The promotion program for positions in the Postal Service is based on the
principle of promotion by merit. The program provides the means for making
selections for promotions according to the relative qualifications of the
employees eligible for consideration. Officials engaged in the selection
process must administer the program systematically, uniformly, and equitably.
Promotions to craft positions must be made in accordance with applicable
collective bargaining agreements.

351.52 Merit Promotion Program Objectives

The goal of the merit promotion program is to obtain maximum effectiveness
and efficiency in postal operations by:

a. Identifying highly qualified candidates for management’s consideration
in a timely manner.

b. Ensuring best placement of employees according to their capabilities
and potential.

c. Maximizing use of employees’ special skills and abilities.

d. Providing employees an incentive to improve their performance and
develop their knowledge, skills, and abilities.
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e. Providing all employees the maximum possible opportunities for
advancement, and ensuring that qualified employees who are eligible
and available are given fair and appropriate consideration when filling
higher-grade vacancies.

351.53 Policies

The following promotion policies apply:

a. First consideration is given to qualified employees within the Postal
Service. The area of consideration is broad enough to provide a supply
of well-qualified candidates for promotion. The selecting official is
provided an adequate number of well-qualified candidates from which
to choose, but should not be burdened with a lengthy list of candidates
to consider.

b. Consideration is given to postal employees outside the initial area of
consideration when appropriate and necessary to ensure that an
adequate number of qualified candidates are available for promotion
consideration.

c. Required files are maintained, adequate procedures are developed for
periodic review of promotion actions, and appropriate corrective action
is taken if procedural, regulatory violations, or other deficiencies are
found.

d. Employees selected for promotion are released from their current
positions without undue delay. This is normally not later than 2 to 4
weeks after selection or in conformance with the provisions of any
applicable labor agreement.

e. Employees selected for promotion are released from their current
positions without undue delay or as dictated by the provisions of any
applicable labor agreement.

f. Information is made available to employees, upon request, about
promotion program requirements and procedures and the promotion
programs affecting them; about promotion opportunities available to
them; about their eligibility in specific promotion actions; and about the
identity of the person selected.

g. Restrictions on the promotion (or recommendation for promotion) of
immediate relatives are explained in Handbook EL-312, 513.3,
Relatives.

351.54 Exceptions to Competitive Promotion Procedures

Promotions excepted from competitive procedures are listed in Handbook
EL-312, 717.32, Exceptions to Competitive Procedures.

351.55 Temporary Promotions

See Handbook EL-312, 716.2, Temporary Promotion, for a discussion of the
conditions when temporary promotions are appropriate, including termination.
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351.6 Mutual Exchanges

351.61 General Policy

Career employees may exchange positions (subject to the provisions of the
appropriate collective bargaining agreement) if the officials in charge at the
installations involved approve the exchange of positions. Mutual exchanges
must be made between employees in positions at the same grade levels. The
following employees are not permitted to exchange positions:

a. Part-time flexible employees with full-time employees.

b. Bargaining employees with nonbargaining employees.

c. Nonsupervisory employees with supervisory employees.

351.62 Rural Letter Carrier Employees

The mutual exchange of regular rural letter carrier employees of different
Post Offices is permitted in accordance with the applicable provisions of the
USPS-NRLCA National Agreement. The following mutual exchanges are not
permitted:

a. Between regular rural letter carrier employees in the same Post Office.

b. Between rural letter carrier employees and members of other crafts.

352 Selection for Bargaining Positions
Procedures and requirements for filling craft positions are found in the
following publications:

a. The appropriate collective bargaining agreement contains governing
policies and procedures affecting bidding, assignments, reassignments,
higher-grade assignments, and promotions.

b. Handbook EL-312, 72, Bargaining Positions, contains detailed
procedures and administrative requirements.

c. Bqnet, Bargaining Qualifications on the Postal Service Intranet,
contains qualification standards for bargaining positions.

353 Selection for Nonbargaining Positions

353.1 Promotion

A promotion is the permanent assignment, with or without relocation, of an
employee (a) to a position having a higher grade than the position to which
the employee is currently assigned or (b) to a position with a higher
equivalent grade.

In addition to the general promotion policies in 351.5, specific policies and
procedures govern promotion to various nonbargaining positions. Selection
procedures for Postal Career Executive Service (PCES) employees are
described in 380 of this manual, and for other nonbargaining positions, in
Handbook EL-312, 74, EAS Positions.
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362 Change to Lower Level

362.1 Purpose and Authority

Changes are initiated based on the application of the employee or at the
request of the installation head. Postal officials who are not authorized to take
final action provide recommendations to the higher authority.

362.2 When Change to Lower Level May Be Made

362.21 At Request of Employee

Employees may be changed to a position of lower-grade level at their own
request, without regard to adverse action procedures, when their written
requests establish that the changes are made solely for personal reasons in
their own interests. Employees’ written requests are made a permanent part
of their official personnel folders. The request must contain the following
facts:

a. Employee and not the postal official initiated the request for the action.

b. Postal official, or any superior, has not pressured the employee.

c. Employee fully understands the requested transaction and considers
the reduction to be in his or her self-interest and benefit.

362.22 Because of Performance

When an employee’s performance is unsatisfactory due to the employee’s
inability to do the work, a change to a lower grade may be made to a position
where the employee can reasonably be expected to adequately perform. A
written notice prepared in compliance with the adverse action procedure
precedes the change.

362.23 Relegation of a Post Office

A change to a lower grade resulting from relegation of a Post Office must be
in accordance with the adverse action procedures. See 650 for
nonbargaining employees. See the appropriate collective bargaining
agreement for bargaining employees.

362.24 Realignments

In organizational realignments, management may offer an employee a
lower-grade position. Although the offer is management-initiated, the change,
if voluntarily accepted by the employee, is not processed as an adverse
action. In realignments involving a RIF, 354.2 and 354.3 govern voluntary
changes to a lower grade for nonbargaining employees.

362.3 Restrictions on Change to Lower Level

To fill a position by change to lower-grade level, an employee must meet the
requirements for the new position described in the applicable qualification
standard.
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UNITED STIITES

POST1~LSERVICE

Mr. Gary Kloepfer
National Representative-at-Large,
Maintenance Division
American Postal Workers Union,

AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005-4128

RE: Q98C-4Q-C 01234701
APWU HQTT20016
Class Action
Washington, DC 20260-9998

Dear Mr. Kloepfer:

Recently, we met to discuss the above captioned grievance at the fourth step of our contractual
grievance procedure.
The issue in this grievance is whether the National Agreement was violated when the Postal
Service created a Promotion Eligibility Register (PER) for a Level 3 Laborer-Custodial position
which is a non-MSS position by using Maintenance Selection System (MSS) criteria.

After reviewing this matter the parties mutually agree that no national interpretive issue is fairly
presented in this case.

During their discussions the parties agree that the April 1997 Maintenance Selection System
Handbook applies to MSS positions and procedures outlined in Postal Bulletin 21770 dated
August23, 1990, should be used to determine eligibility for maintenance craft positions not
covered by the procedures in the EL-304 handbook.

Accordingly, we agree to remand case G94T-1G-C 98126393 to the parties at Step 3 for further
processing, including arbitration if appropriate based on fact circumstances and application of the
above understanding.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as your acknowledgment of agreement
to remand this case.

Time limits at Step 4 were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

Gary r<~’~&
Labor Re ations Specialist Representative-at-Large
ContractAdministration Maintenance Division

American Postal Workers Union,
AFL-CIO

Date: ~ i~~
475 L’ENFAciT PiftZA SW
WASHiNGTOn DC 20260~4100
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